Among various radio sources which control different dependencies/functions, in this article, we will talk about the Call Admission Control (CAC), and we are supposed to confine our concentration on W-CDMA which is based on high raised platforms, since during the recent years remarkable amount of attention has been focused on platforms located in stratosphere layer [1] . Firstly, we study the capacity of uplink from HAP (High Altitude Platform) W-CDMA and we'll work on estimation and power control defects in a new conversation added to current conversations. We'll enhance the Call Admission Control (CAC) based on the side effects of power control defects and users' stimulus and then compare the CAC which has been measured by using of momentary energy on bit in the spectral density form (E b /N 0 ). Then we examine the mentioned charts for two different criteria which the decision will be made by these criteria in order to decide if exchanged calls are to be admitted or not. The first criterion is based on the minimum of (E b /N 0 ) of the first row cells meanwhile the second criterion is based on the average of (E b /N 0 ) of first row-cells.
Introduction
The HAPS internal potentials will be appeared gradually, HAPS (High Altitude Platform Station) is the name of a technology which provides far distance communication between wide and narrow fiber.
The aim of HAPS is to offer the services to the users using planes with pilot or none pilot running planes, or balloons. These platforms are available for several usages and will be used in estratosphery zone in the height range of 20 -50 km [2] .
It's not a cutting-edge innovation to use platforms as a none-polluter and cheap and flexible. These platforms can be accordant with satellite and also earth-established equipments since they can be an organizer as a foundation. Also HAPS can be used in a special event such as Olympics to be covered when there'll be lots of crowd.
Daily enhancement of demands for telecommunication systems and having new systems with a wide range of fibers has turned the trend to the use of more high-tech systems to meet the demand. The third generation of mobile cellular telecommunication and the following generation have been designed in a wide telecommunication and several sided accessibility with pass code, plus having more capacity in comparison with current systems, to be able to provide a sending with different rates. This paper investigates a HAP W-CDMA cellular system based on a high platform. One of the radio sources that controls the HAP W-CDMA system's functions. In this article, we concentrate on call admission control which it means to admit or to reject a call will be admited when it receives the service quality from the net and no good to be mentioned that this issue will affect on call service quality that is being used. At the same time, it's possible that QoS rejects the current calls.
Lots of issues are engaged in call admission but the power control is above the qualification and possibility. In real systems, the control defects power will lead to some alterations in receiving power by a central station which consequently lead to some alterations in ratio of receiving energy per bit to spectral density of powernoise of (E b /N 0 ). Call admission will be done based on measures of (E b /N 0 ). Two thresholds will be considered for new transferred calls and exchanged calls.
The process will be as below in the second ward. We will analyze the call admission control. The third part contains an explanation of the offering plan and laying matters. In the forth part, the simulated results have been offered and the point of discussion. And lastly, the result and observations are in the fifth section.
Review on Call Admission Control Performance
Considering the advantages of this crucial talk, the call admission control charts are the point of this research. In this part, we will specify the prominent features of CDMA. Our study is based on linear alterations of time field [3] [4] [5] [6] . The all CAC can't cease the power control defects and according to studies, receiving power by each central station from a user is stable and equal to other users. In spite of this, practical power control defects lead to alterations in receiving power which cause the net function to get worse [2, 7] .
Signal to-interference ratio (SIR) is one of the effective parameters in QoS in each telecommunication and communication system. In CDMA systems, the SID measuring can promote function of CAC by predicting the effect of each new call on current call quality in the same or neighboring cells. All the CAC measuring SIR is estimated considering that power control is completed. But in authentic systems power control defects will increase the doubts about the function. We are going to compare the result of the both CAC with completed power control and defects considering CAC. So we illustrate the effects of power control on system function.
Offering Plan for Call Admission Control
In this article, we analyze the CAC which is based on the average management concept in a short period of time which will be done in average SIR estimation of current calls in order to decline any possible fault. Then we compare the out coming results with completed power control. We will estimate this in a cellar system HAPW-CDMA with multi-functional service, one of the most noticeable advantages of such systems is flexibility, reconstruction features, cheap practicality, having low radiation delay, extended covering [1] .
Designing the Parameters
In this study, we consider a HAP in the height of 20 km with an antenna having fuzzy arrays based on ITU Theory (Equation (1) 
The cell radius will be selected in a way that the gain in edges of cell to be 10 dB less than the maximum gain. In our study, we investigate a group of services which their specifications are as follows: (Table 1) [9, 10] .
At first the capacity of HAP-WCDMA cellular system will be estimated based on the probability of an interruption for two states having perfect power control and defect power control. In this section, the probability of interruption will be defined considering E b /N 0 being less than the needed (E b /N 0 ) min. There is not need to mention that the least needed energy for each bit (E b ) in per service group will be provided based on the signal power on bit rate.
E b /N 0 shows the quality as Equation (2)  
From the right order the formula represents the power of a user which has been received by a central station, although it returns back to when we consider the power control defects [11] [12] [13] [14] . Power control defects have been considered as a long-normal distribution. So the receiving power by a station could be shown as ci P e  . P ci defines a nominal receiving power of its class of a user by an ideal power control and α equals to ln10 10 and θ k is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and σ p represents standard deviation. R b is information rate and W is sending band width which is equal to 5 MHz. Intercellular interference (Iintra) is originated from the interference between users which are located in the same cell. β will show the performance of the central station with multiuser clarifying. nth is the power of thermal noise. The performance of multiuser clarifying method is percentage of Iintra which in this paper β will be equal to zero. Also we 
M10 is the number of user of group 1 which are effective on cellular interference. Receiving power from the user hasn't been considered. Considering the users distributions, we imagine we would have equal distribution in each cell. Also the number of users has a poison distribution. 
λ is the average users in each cell. So by this formula the number of users in each cell depends on the number of users in others. The average of E b /N 0 will be taken for each cell and group-service and will be recorded for each 2.5 S on E b /N 0 . With any new call demand or transferred calls these measures will be compared with predefined threshold [2] .
Here we simulate for a 2-second period of time, with having mostly 8 saved measures. Receiving a new call or a transferred call request is based on the average of E b /N 0 and will be counted by the average of 8 saved equivalent values. This method will be done both for nominated cell to be used for call service and the first-row cells [15] .
Based on the average value of E b /N 0 cells of the first row should be in a way to provide the quality of current calls and to ensure that a new call in its first try won't fail. In our method, all the first-row cells should specify the whole admitting criteria since now on. We refer to minimum maker criteria which are the items that count the least average of E b /N 0 of first-row cells for each service group and compare it with predefined thresholds. In other words, the algorithm calculates average of E b /N 0 for each groupservice in each cell and selects the smallest value. In the suggested algorithm, transferred calls are in higher priority rather than new calls in which the smaller levels are for transferred calls and bigger ones are for call requests. Table 2 shows the CAC parameters. The aim of choosing the appropriate measurements for threshold levels is to make the possible interruption of each service group like a reasonable one. The values of these threshold levels are greater than minimum of required E b /N 0 . So our suggested model is as follows: measurement of E b /N 0 should be done each 2.5 S. A new call request or an already received transferred call measures the amount for nominated cells for service and the first-row cells which are to be average. This measurement gives two values as result. The first one is the average of E b /N 0 for each service group in selected cells to service the calls and the second one is the average of E b /N 0 for each service in first-row cells. When we have 2 outcomes, we can use 2 approaches as: one is minimum maker and the other is average making and these 2 measurements will be compared with two predefined thresholds.
We will review four different CAC plans which have been explained as follows: 
Simulation Environment
Experiments in this article are done with the aim of estimating the function of defected power control in four methods of completed power control. A 4*4 cellar system will be used. HAP is located directly above the 6th cell. We are to estimate n unlimited net which is next to each cell in all directions of neighboring cells. A call is added to the net it's interval will be created by chart distribution in first of call the terminal's style are monotonous on simulating zone, and their direction is from to 360˚ by chance time between two steady alterations directing toward users has a chart distribution of 40 s. The new created direction accordant with a steady distribution is on −45˚ and 45˚ to the ex-direction. And also the user pace in very first of the call is steady and will be the steady during the entire call. Simulation parameters in Table 3 are considered.
Simulation Results
We count the Grade of Service (GoS) in order to have a better parameter comparison. GoS is defined as follows: GoS = Call blocking probability + 10 Call dropping probability Figure 1 shows the Grade of Service (GoS) to the rate of incoming calls with imperfect power control with an average standard. Figure 2 shows GoS to the rate of incoming calls with imperfect power control and minimum standard and compares it with Figure 1.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a call admission control scheme for cellular systems HAP W-CDMA.
Funding for this project was based on measurements of E b /N 0 . The mechanisms used to achieve the proposed scheme provide better performance.
Parameters of the CAC, as required by the simulation 
